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SINGULARITY PERFORMANCE - Q2 2020

Singularity Index (SI; NQ2045) vs. benchmarks: At the end of June, global stocks wrapped up their best quarter 
in more than 10 years. The Singularity Index gained +25.2%, outperforming the MSCI AC World Index (MSCI 
ACWI), which advanced by +19.2%. Global equity markets bounced strongly across the board: S&P 500 +20.4%, 
MSCI AC Asia Pacific +15.9%, MSCI Europe +12.6%, SMI +9.8%. On a YTD basis the SI is up by +3.7% vs 
MSCI ACWI (-6.3%), S&P 500 (-3.4%), MSCI Europe (-12.8%), SMI (-2.3%), MSCI AC Asia Pacific (-6.4%).

Performance YTD Singularity Index vs. MSCI ACWI per end June 2020
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Over the second quarter, compared to the MSCI ACWI, the SI had positive contributions from stock 
selection (+3.5%) and sector allocation (+2.5%). Stock selection was most positive in Consumer 
Discretionary and Communication Services. In terms of names, relative overweights in Tesla, NVIDIA, Adobe, 
Shopify, Broadcom, Microsoft, and Spotify drove relative outperformance vs the MSCI ACWI, whereas 
overweights in Boeing, General Electric, Airbus and Safran weighed on performance until dropping out of the 
index after the rebalancing on May 18. From a sector perspective, an overweight in Information Technology as 
well as an underweight to Financials, Consumer Staples, and Utilities were beneficial while an underweight in 
Consumer Discretionary and Materials hurt performance this quarter. YTD, stock selection and sector 
allocation accounted for +4.4% and +5.6% respectively relative to MSCI ACWI. Outperformance of the SI 
vs MSCI ACWI has been steady through the sell-off and subsequent rebound.

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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Source: Bloomberg, TSG

YTD Outperformance Singularity Index vs. MSCI ACWI per end June 2020

Performance Since Inception: Singularity Index vs. MSCI ACWI per end of June 2020

The ex-ante tracking error vs the SI averaged 0.65% over the quarter and ended at 0.71%. Since 21st January, 
when measures to bring the fund closer to the SI started to take hold, the Singularity Fund has performed in line 
with the SI and as expected (-0.09% vs +0.07%).

Singularity Sectors: Top performing Singularity Sector in Q2 was New Energy (+72.15%), driven by a strong 
showing from Tesla (TSLA US, +106.1%), followed by LG Chem (051910 KS, +63.0%). Worst performing 
Singularity Sector was Space (+14.2%) with General Electric (GE US, -30.9%) and a number of Aerospace & 
Defence names such as Rolls-Royce (RR/ LN, -28.4%) and Spirit Aerosystems (SPR US, -23.5%) digesting a 
troubled outlook.
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Singularity Stocks: 
Best performing stocks for the quarter were Twilio (TWLO US, +145.2%) and Datadog (DDOG US, +141.7%). 
Twilo helps customers weave communication capabilities into its services seamlessly via APIs that plug into 
existing applications to add voice, text, and video communications as well as identify authentication. Datadog 
offers a cloud-based monitoring and analytics platform that integrates and automates infrastructure and 
application performance monitoring (APM) for real-time observability of customers, bringing together valuable 
monitoring insights from traditionally siloed data. Their monitoring tools are designed to help companies 
understand what’s happening inside their key systems and warn them where the pressure points are to help them 
stay up and running or get systems back again as quickly as possible. Shopify (SHOP US, +127.7%), Spotify 
(SPOT US, +112.6%) and Tesla (TSLA US, +106.1%) were the next best stocks for the quarter. The biggest 
performance attributions came from Tesla (TSLA US, +1.69%), NVIDIA (NVDA US, +1.55%), Microsoft 
(MSFT US, +1.31%), and Apple (AAPL US, +0.66%).
The worst performer in absolute terms was General Electric (GE US, -30.9%) suffering from a global economic 
downturn in demand in most of its business segments, most notably in Aviation, its most profitable unit where 
service visits were down 60% and engine installations fell by 45%. Rolls-Royce (RR/, -28.36%) was the second 
worst performer due the challenged outlook to civil aerospace. The biggest relative performance detractors were 
General Electric (-0.21%), Boeing (BA US, -0.20%) and Airbus (AIR FP, -0.12%). Based on our ESG exclusion 
filter applied since the latest rebalancing these three companies are no longer eligible for investment and have 
been removed on May 18.

PORTFOLIO INSIGHTS

Favorable Portfolio Characteristics: To reiterate a point we made in our last report, compared with the MSCI 
ACWI, the SI has a better profitability profile, a stronger balance sheet, and better liquidity at a 
reasonable valuation. For instance, the portfolio’s operating margin is 14.8% (vs 10.5%) debt to EBITDA is 2.3x 
(vs 3.9x) with an interest coverage ratio of 15.4x (vs 5.7x), and the current ratio stands at 1.5x (vs 1.2x). These 
portfolio characteristics are significantly more attractive compared with the benchmark. Taken at face value, 
valuations seem commensurately higher as well given these superior attributes. However, it is worth noting that 
our portfolio companies have also recorded significantly higher growth in their top and bottom lines. For 
example, the 5-year revenue CAGR of the portfolio of 16.1% was nearly double that of the benchmark (8.6%) 
and the 5-year EBITDA CAGR was 14.4% (vs 9.5%). Forward consensus expectations are higher as well with 
sales expected to grow by 7.9% (vs 3.1%) and EBITDA by 13.9% (vs 6.8%) over the next 12 months. 
Accounting for these higher growth rates, portfolio valuations look similar to the benchmark or even 
slightly cheaper on a forward looking basis with a Forward Price/Sales-to-growth ratio of 0.53 (vs. 0.50) and a 
EV/EBITDA-to-growth ratio of 1.39 (vs 1.80). 
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Portfolio Characteristics as of June 30 2020

Timing and Performance: Regardless of the starting point, an investor in the Singularity Fund was strictly 
better off with an investment in the fund over a 1 year time horizon compared to an investment into global 
equities. Remarkably, the 12-month rolling outperformance of the Singularity Fund vs the MSCI ACWI has 
increased over time, currently standing at 10%. For example, an investor who invested in the fund on 30th June 
2019 achieved a 12-month performance of approximately 11% (vs. 1% for the benchmark), resulting in a 12-
month rolling outperformance of ca. 10%. While we don’t want to suggest that this rolling outperformance will 
grow into the sky, our aspiration is to consistently offer a superior global equity strategy over a medium- to 
long-term horizon. 

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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12-month Rolling Outperformance of Singularity Fund vs MSCI ACWI

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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As of July 2020, there are 24 companies with exposure to advanced materials in the Singularity Index 
across predominantly the healthcare, industrials, materials, new energy, and consumer goods industries. 
Homecare brands like Unilever are using new chemical combinations to develop efficient and sustainable 
products like Unilever’s Powergems laundry detergent that is neither powder nor liquid. Swiss dental diagnostics 
company Straumann is similarly drawing on advances in biomaterials for use in orthodontics and tooth 
replacement solutions. In a few years materials will, we believe, be tailor-made to achieve optimal and 
individualized healthcare and product solutions. AdM is also emerging as an increasingly important factor of 
corporate success and resilience. We have revised our Singularity Sectors to capture these dynamics and deliver 
what we believe will be significant client value for years to come.

The past month marks the revision of our twelve Singularity Sectors to capture the rapidly growing 
significance of ‘Advanced Materials’ (AdM) for almost every industry. Advances in Singularity Sectors new 
energy, space, robotics, 3D printing, and across conventional sectors such as transportation, healthcare, and 
construction, for instance, all depend on the availability of new materials with distinct qualities and functions. 
Progress in exponential technologies such as big data and artificial intelligence (AI) are also facilitating the 
discovery of new, still unknown materials with the potential to enhance industrial and human performance, and 
drive sustainable development. We believe continued innovations and improvements in materials will accelerate 
the adoption of, and create new applications across, all of our Singularity Sectors. We have therefore decided to 
move beyond our prior focus on ‘Nanotechnologies’ to ‘Advanced Materials,’ including nano-materials.

Source: TSG

NEW SECTOR FOCUS: ADVANCED MATERIALS
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While global equity markets had their best quarter since the Global Financial Crisis, the economy had the worst 
quarter on record. This seems hard to reconcile at first sight, but central banks’ commitment to low interest rates, 
as well as slowing rates of virus case growth along with re-opening economies gave stocks a powerful boost. Also, 
the massive fiscal stimuli impact markets before their economic effects can be measured. Furthermore, listed 
companies represent a minority of the economy which is predominantly made up by smaller businesses that have 
been hit harder by the crisis. Therefore earnings are likely to outperform GDP numbers. However, more recently 
signs of acceleration in virus case growth in some countries have increased uncertainty about the second half of 
the year.

Quarterly Returns of MSCI ACWI since  December 31 2008

Many investors have been waiting for a double dip in the stock markets but with so much cash on the 
sidelines similarly hoping for a further pull back such an outcome may be inherently self-defeating. Stocks 
don’t go down because the economy is weak. Stocks go down on new negative information that was previously 
unknown and as fear accelerates. In fact, when investors are already cautiously positioned due to an uncertain 
outlook (a known unknown), holding cash in view of a challenging future, markets often don’t go down as much. 
For example, during the 2009 market recovery from the Global Financial Crisis lows, many market participants 
were highly sceptical about the durability of the rally because they expected the economy to take years to recover 
from it. 

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

A VIEW ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
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The powerful rally over the past few weeks has been climbing a wall of worry. We went from a situation of despair 
where very few people believed that improvement was possible, to a stage where investors started to see and 
embrace positive changes on the margin. Perhaps by now the pendulum has swung a bit too much into the 
optimistic territory where we are seeing complacency again. The odds of short-term gains seem a lot less 
favorable than a few weeks ago. Time will tell. 

Are technology stocks expensive? 
Given the swift recovery of stock prices following the sell-off, particularly in growth and tech stocks, it begs the 
question whether valuations are now stretched and how much further runway there is. While we could debate at 
length about whether stocks are generally expensive on an absolute basis and what may or may not cause 
another correction, the relative comparison of the best performing sector (technology) with the general equity 
market makes for some interesting observations. Below chart shows the strong outperformance of world 
technology stocks since 2006, reaching relative levels last seen during the tech bubble. 

However, at that point it was clear to the market and so it was no longer an unknown unknown but a known 
unknown and cash had been raised mostly during the sell-off. So as the economy further contracted throughout 
2009 and unemployment continued to surge, stocks rallied and continued to do so for more than a decade. If you 
wait until the uncertainty is resolved and all the evidence is in, the opportunity is gone. Another potential 
fallacy is to look for analogies when there is no useful one. Comparing the price pattern of the pandemic sell-off to 
the Great Depression, for instance, doesn’t make much sense. With absolute certainty there will be another big 
crash in the stock market at some point. However, it won’t be because expectations around events already on the 
radar turn more negative but because of the onset of an unknown unknown which has not been factored in by 
investors and by definition cannot be foreseen and thus causes disorientation and market panic.¹

¹Lyall Taylor makes some great points about known unknowns vs unknown unknowns: “[...] The error is in believing that it is known unknowns, including known risks/headwinds 
to the economy, that drive major market sell offs/panics. It is associated with the well-known bias of 'generals fighting the last war': investors believe the next market downturn will 
look just like the last or prior downturns, and they believe markets will react in the same way. And knowing how those downturns played out, investors feel confident they will be 
well positioned to navigate the downturn and profit from other investors being irrationally pessimistic. But markets don't work like that. [...]”
https://lt3000.blogspot.com/2020/05/coronavirus-update-from-unknown-unknown.html

https://lt3000.blogspot.com/2020/05/coronavirus-update-from-unknown-unknown.html
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Relative Valuation of MSCI World Technology Index vs MSCI World Index

The reason for this is straightforward: earnings growth for tech stocks has been significantly better than for the 
broad market. And while the recent stock sell-off was actually a real profit contraction for global stocks, tech stocks 
went through more of a multiple contraction.

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Relative Performance of MSCI World Technology Index vs MSCI World Index

So does that mean we are in a tech bubble? It appears not. Looking at relative valuations in terms of P/E of the 
two indices, global technology stocks do not seem particularly stretched relative to the global benchmark, and still 
a far cry from the levels seen during the tech bubble. 
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ROE Difference of S&P 500 Companies With Highest and Lowest Valuation

This also nicely dovetails with the observation we made above with regards to our portfolio characteristics: higher 
portfolio valuations often come in line with superior growth characteristics. One needs to compare apples with 
apples. 

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Earnings Growth for MSCI World Technology Index and MSCI World Index

Growth stocks carry a higher valuation by nature. However, as we’ve argued above where we discuss portfolio 
valuation, it is for a good reason. Comparing ROE for companies with high and low valuations, we observe that 
firms with better profitability command higher valuations which probably shouldn’t come as a huge surprise.
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Watch Singularity: We keep adding to our YouTube channel: If you haven’t watched the latest episodes yet, tune 
in to them here. We spoke to our Artificial Intelligence expert Alexander Stumpfegger about how AI can help 
understand and manage the spread of the virus, how to address privacy concerns, and also how a tracking tool 
developed by CID predicted the crisis early on. He also discussed the de-globalization trend in supply chain 
management that we currently see with us, and how Artificial Intelligence-powered Knowledge Graphs can help to 
match a company's needs with the most suitable suppliers in a changing environment.

In the pipeline: Up next are insights from our co-founder and board member Tobias Reichmuth on inflation, 
investing and innovation as well as a brand new “Investment Office Update” video.

Looking back and ahead: Our Shareholder Summer Apéro filled the office with laughter and great conversations. 
For a moment we paused, thanked everyone who put trust in us, reflected on past milestones and toasted to the 
ones to come. “Especially in times like this you want to be positioned where innovation and resilience are, and you 
want to invest in a great team - that’s what The Singularity Group is all about,” said Tobias Reichmuth. Our 
Chairman of the Board, Eric Sarasin added: “Everybody talks about exponential technologies and innovation these 
days, we have been identifying for almost 3 years now, where it actually happens.”

SINGULARITY INSIGHTS

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFIPZTxkEO8T67dTfD7xYqA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFIPZTxkEO8T67dTfD7xYqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEz6qEGsoyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEz6qEGsoyg
https://youtu.be/q_nY9TYPRWg



